“Today a reader. Tomorrow a leader.”
Feels so good to see that kids started enjoying and learning
through the new method. It’s been a great pleasure to watch
the kids learn and interact with teachers and peers actively
during the online classes.

Literacy:
The kids were introduced to the concept of strokes and curves
where they learnt about all the strokes and curved patterns
through different hands-on activities. Once thorough with the
concept, introduction to alphabets A, B, C were done through
pictures, rhymes and video’s.

Numeracy:

The kids had fun learning about the various pre-number concepts- Same/Different,
Big/Small, Tall/Short, Long/Short, Heavy/Light and More/Less through real life objects.
They eagerly participated in searching and showcasing their objects related to the concepts. Then introduction to numbers 1,2,3 & 4 are done through live objects,video’s and
rhymes.

EVS:
The kids were introduced to various topics starting with Body
Movements, Feelings and then we proceeded to My Family, My
Home, My School. Kids enjoyed it a lot as it was introduced
through a video, they have seen school as well.Then we continued and learnt about Wild animals, Domestic Animals.

Fine Motor Skills (FMS):
“Fine motor skills have a significant impact on later math, reading
and science achievement”

The children enjoyed doing ﬁne motor skill activities like
sponge dabbing,tearing and crumpling,and paper folding art.
By doing this they develop eye-hand coordination.

Gross Motor Skills (GMS):
Gross motor skills are activities that require the whole body
movement and involve the large (Core-Stabilising) muscles of
the body to do everyday activities. To develop gross motor skills
in our children the kids enjoyed doing different kinds of hopping, jumping and crawling activities.

Welcome
Goodbye vacation!
Hello to school!
Hello new class,
Goodbye old pool.
Vacation time is over,
School time is here,
Now we welcome
A new school year!
For Students, this time of the year used to be all about the smell of
freshly printed books, new classrooms, new bench, and new teachers.
but Corona virus has forced the world to reinvent and reimaging the
usual. Online classes have become the new normal, with class schedules
for the day arriving on WhatsApp, and students taking classes through
the virtual world, the whole education system is now just a click away
(Quite literally).

World Nature Conservation Day
World Nature Conservation Day is celebrated on July 28 of every year
around the world. A healthy environment is key to a healthy and sustainable society.
On this occasion of World Nature Conservation Day, Students from PP1
have participated in this activity and performed Planted a Sapling in
their home ands have shared their experiences.

Literacy: Initially the kids were introduced to the concept of Strokes and
Curves like, sleeping line, standing line, Forward Slanting Line, Backward
Slanting Line, Left curve, Upward curve, Downward curve, and circle
through activity. Once through with the concept introduction to alphabet
Aa-Hh were done through phonic drill, Pictures, rhymes, videos,
and power point presentation. They started tracing Strokes, Curves, and
letters with pointer ﬁnger in the air and tracing on semolina or ﬂour. All
kids are learning in the Four-line notebook.

Numeracy: The Pre-Number concepts in Math are important for children to
comprehend what math is all about. The Pre-number concept is simple to
understand before learning Numbers. Pre number concept picking out between Small and Big, Same and Different, Tall and Short, Light, and Heavy,
More and Less, Long and Short, Inside and Outside, After and Before, Near
and Far, Through Objects. To make Math easy, fun, and Interesting. To discriminate between objects that are either same or Different. To be able to
categorize, group or match the numbers or objects according to give the
criteria. Classifying things according to their weight or heights. After Teaching basic shapes for kids helps them understand their own observations.
Shape-related visualization and PowerPoint through explain. They eagerly
participated in searching shape objects and showing. They make a shape
with the help of Play dough or wheat ﬂour. They were also introduced to the
concept of number counting through videos and real objects. They had fun
counting number 0 & 1.

EVS

The kids were introducing our self. Were they learnt self-introduction after
that that Body parts with explain their names and 1 rhyme, and sense organs
different types of sense, the best way to teach child about their Senses is to
have them use them? They were also introduced About My home, and their
different rooms name, and keeping ourselves clean. They were also introduced Safety at home, My Family and the Family members, Family activities,
my school and things carry to school, Safety at school, Domestic, wild, and
Pet animals, Animals and their young ones, Animal homes, water animals,
birds. Showing Power Point Presentation and Video through song also

Fine Motor Skill (FMS):
motor skills activity that we use of the small muscles that control the hands,
ﬁngers, and Thumb. Kids are enjoying the different kinds of ﬁne motor activity like- colouring, paper folding making sunﬂower, clay dough activity, card
making (Father’s Day activity), drawing favourite thing, sponge dabbing(mango), Fork Printing and we celebrate Pre- National Parents Day.

Gross Motor skill (GMS):
Gross motor skill is those which whole body movement and which involves
the large (core stabilising) muscles of the body to perform everyday functions, such as standing and walking, running, and jumping, and sitting. They
also include eye-hand coordination skills. Kids enjoyed Yoga (Yoga Day), Balancing the book in a straight line, hop inside the circle,

“Every child has a different learning style and pace. Each child is unique, not
only capable of learning but also capable of succeeding.”

The Haritha Haram program was launched by Telangana Chief Minister
Kalvakuntla Chandrashekhar Rao on 3rd July 2015. It is a large-scale tree
planting program implemented by the government of Telangana to increase
the amount of tree cover in the state from 24% to 33%. As an initiative our
tiny kairosians tried their bit to contribute to the greenery by sowing seeds.

LITERACY:

The kids learnt how to write the name of the pictures
using phonic sounds and even enjoyed matching the
pictures to the words. They also learnt how to identify the picture and write the missing letters. The kids
had fun doing unscramble and write the correct
word. They were also introduced to the concept of
vowels and consonants, articles and position words.

NUMERACY:

evs

The kids had a recap on numbers from 1-50. They were
introduced to the concepts like left and right, open
and close, up and down, light and heavy, more and
less, same and different, hot and cold, thick and thin,
high and low, big, bigger, biggest, long, longer, l
longest and tall, taller, tallest.

The kids were introduced to various topics like my school, good manners in
school, my friends, my computer, uses of a computer, pet animals, wild animals,
domestic animals, animals living in very hot and cold regions, animals living on
trees, animals living in and around water, how to grow plants, parts of a tree and
sounds of animals.

Fine Motor Skills (FMS):
Fine motor skills involve the use of small muscles in ﬁngers, wrist, toes, lips and
tongue. The kids had fun doing ﬁne motor skill activities paper folding to make a
sunﬂower, Father’s Day card making, sponge dabbing, parent’s day card making
and fork printing.

Gross Motor Skills (GMS):
Gross motor skills involve larger muscles in the arm, legs and
torso.To develop gross motor skills in our children the kids enjoyed activities like hopping inside circles, balancing a book and
walking and yogasanas.
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हिन्दी समाचार पत्र

हिन्दी िमारी राष्ट्रीय भाषा िै और इस हिषय के बारे में जानने के हिए
िमारे नन्िे बच्चे बिुत िी उत्सुक थे| जि
ु ाई के मिीने में बच्चों ने स्िर
का ज्ञान प्राप्त हकया| उन्िोंने अ , आ , इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ऋ और ए जैसे स्िरों
के बारे में पढ़ा| उन्िोंने इन स्िरों से शुरू िोने िािे कछ शब्दो के बारे
में जाना और उन्िे पिचानना भी सीखा|

आम फिों का राजा िै | ये बिुत िी मीठे और रसीिे िोते िै |
आम खाना िम सब बिुत पसंद करते िै| बच्चे भी बड़े शौक
से आम खाते िै| बच्चों ने इस फि पर आधाररत एक
कहिता – आया आया आम िािा भी सीखा |

తరగతి -pp2
పిల్లల్ు తమ ముద్దు ముద్దు మాటల్తో “చిటటి చిల్కమాా “ అంటూ
చిల్కమానద గూర్చి పాడుకుంటూ “చందామ ర్ావే “ అంటూ అమా పాడే
పాటనద తల్చదకుంటూ “అ ,ఆ “ ల్నద దిద్ు దతూ అక్షరమాల్ని నేరచికునే
పనిల్ో వునాారచ.

Newsletter- July
(Grade 1) EVS
How human body receives sensory information? i.e, the
Sight, Sound, Smell, Taste and Touch. Grade 1 children
learned about the body parts and the ﬁve senses. They understood that these senses will help us to learn more about
the world around us. They enjoyed doing the Blindfold activity where they used their senses to identify the things.

As the children learnt the body parts and sense organs we
also focused that it is important to take care of them. Where
the ways to keep our body ﬁt and clean were discussed.
An activity showing the importance washing hands was
done.
LOVE IS SWEET. LOVE KIND. LOVE COMES
FROM A FAMILY OF MINE. This was the
wonderful poem learnt by the students of
grade 1, understanding the importance of a
family. They enjoyed the activity based
learning of “OUR FAMILY”.

MATH
We will learn numbers and counting up to 20 to recognize
the numerals 11 through 20. Counting numbers are very important to know so that we can understand that numbers
have an order and also able to count easily. In our real life we
can relate numbers to quantities. Here grade 1 students
before, after and between numbers. In addition to this they
learnt increasing and decreasing order of numbers
The addition is taking two or more numbers and adding
them together, that is, it is the total sum of 2 or more numbers. Example: ... So, we add 7 and 4 to ﬁnd the total number
of apples. To add 7 and 4, we can count forward 4 steps from
7. The symbol used to indicate Addition is + (plus symbol).
They also learnt the addition on number line also. One of our
students Prisha Sharma made an activity on increasing and
decreasing order and Additions.
Let’s learn about numbers and counting
11

EVEVEN

12

TWELVE

13

THIRTEEN

14

FOURTEEN
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GRADE 1
ENGLISH
The very First class of mine in English language was full of fun &
laughter as I introduced the Grade 1 students, the concept of
action words with ﬂash cards, which was a game of learning
with dancing. They were super agitated as they thoroughly enjoyed it. Next, they were introduced through video lessons on
parts of speech of English language on nouns and pronouns.
Later they learnt about Blending Vowels, Digraphs and Articles,
through various video lessons and they were encouraged to
form simple sentence formation through writing activity. Lastly,
they learnt one of the main core topics of English language,
which is Tense. Here they were introduced to Simple Present
and Simple Past Tenses through video lessons. We did one activity on student’s family members on diagrammatic representation on Family Tree.

हिन्दी िमारी राष्ट्रियए भाषा िै । िमारे बच्चे सीखने की
प्रतियक्ष विधि की मदद से एक नई भाषा सीख रिे िै।
हिन्दी भाषा के जररए िािाालाप करना भी सीख रिे िै।
“कभी सीखना बंद मि करो क्योंकक जीिन में कभी भी
शिक्षण बंद निीं ककया िै ”
हिन्दी भाषा एक ऐसी भाषा िै जो सब हदलों को जोड़िी
िै । यि भाषा सबसे ज्यादा बोलने िाली भाषाओं में से
एक िै ।

कक्षा एक में बच्चों ने आ की मात्रा ,इ की मात्रा,ई की
मात्रा का उचारण करना और शलखना सीखा।बच्चों ने
किातनयााँ और कवििाएं मात्राओं पर आिाररि
सीखी।बच्चों ने यि भी सीखा की अलग अलग मात्राओं
की ध्ितनयााँ कैसी िोिी िै ।बच्चों ने शलखना और पढ़ना
भी सीखा।

बच्चों ने अपने दोस्िों और शिक्षकों से हिंदी भाषा
में बाि करना सीखा।

తరగతి-1
విద్యారధులు “ అ,ఆ లు చదువుద్యాం ఆటలెన్నో ఆడుద్యాం “అాంటూ ఆడుతూ
పాడుతూ 1 వ తరగతి లో ఎాంతో ఉతయాహాంతో అడుగుపెటా టరధ. అక్షరమాలని
న్ేరధుకుాంటూన్ే రకరకాల కూరగాయల పేరలను మరియు ఎాంతో విలువైన
విషయాలని తెలియజేసే వేమన పద్యాలను అలవోకగా పాడుతున్నారు.

GRADE 2
ENGLISH
The very First class of mine in English language was full of fun &
laughter as I introduced the Grade 2 students, the concept of
action words with ﬂash cards, which was a game of learning
with dancing. They were super agitated as they thoroughly enjoyed it. Next, they were introduced through video lessons on
parts of speech of English language on nouns and pronouns.
Later they learnt about Blending Vowels, Digraphs and Articles,
through various video lessons and they were encouraged to
form simple sentence formation through writing activity. Lastly,
they learnt one of the main core topics of English language,
which is Tense. Here they were introduced to Simple Present
and Simple Past Tenses through video lessons.

GRADE 2
MATHS

We will learn numbers and counting up to 20 to recognize the
numerals 11 through 20. Counting numbers are very important
to know so that we can understand that numbers have an order
and also be able to count numbers easily. In our real life we can
relate numbers to quantities. They also know how to count
using beads,
Place value in Mathematics describes the position of a digit in a
number. Each digit has some value in the number, depending
upon its position. When a number is represented in the general
form, the position of each digit will be expanded. These positions start from a unit place or ones position. In addition to this
they learnt increasing and decreasing order of numbers. The
addition is taking two or more numbers and adding them together, that is, it is the total sum of 2 or more numbers. Example: ... So, we add 7 and 4 to ﬁnd the total number of apples.
The words that signify "addition." Introduce terms such as "all
together, "put together," "how many in all," "total," and "sum"
that commonly indicate a child will need to add two or more
numbers. Use "fact families" to help children understand
number relationships.
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GRADE 2
EVS
Grade 2 children learned about the body parts, the ﬁve sense
organs and the internal organs. They understood our body is
also a wonderful machine. They enjoyed knowing about different internal organs like brain, heart, lungs and stomach and
their functions with many examples and videos.

As the children learnt the importance of
the functioning of internal organs
they also learnt the ways to keep their body ﬁt and healthy.

Road safety is a great subject to engage the young minds. The
poem ‘Safety First’ written by Enid Blyton tells the students how
to walk safely on the road and what are the safety measures
taken when they are walking on the road.

हिन्दी िमारी राष्ट्रियए भाषा िै । िमारे बच्चे सीखने की
प्रतियक्ष विधि की मदद से एक नई भाषा सीख रिे िै।
।हिन्दी भाषा एक ऐसी भाषा िै जो सब हदलों को
जोड़िी िै । यि भाषा सबसे ज्यादा बोलने िाली भाषाओं
में से एक िै ।

कक्षा दो में बच्चों ने नई किातनयााँ और कवििाएं
सीखी। बच्चों ने भारि की सभ्यिा पर आिाररि एक
कवििा सीखी ष्ट्जसका शीषषक िै “सबकी दतु नया एक”।
सभी बच्चों को अपना जनम हदन मनाने में बिुि
आनंद आिा िै । इस पर आिाररि भी एक किानी पढ़ी
और उस किानी का आनंद ललया।
बच्चों ने अभ्यास करिे िुए अनेक शब्दों के एक शब्द
,ललंग और िचन भी प्रतिकीया करिे िुए सीखे ।

जून और जुलाई का महिना बच्चों के ललए बिुि िी
आनंदमाई रिा। बच्चों ने कई नए शब्द भी सीखे ।

తరగతి -2
విద్యారధులు తమ పూరవ తరగతి లో నేరధుకున్న అక్షరమాలని ,గుణింతయలని
చకకగా ప్ర ొ జెకుులు చేస్ూ త పున్రావృతిం చేస్ుకునయనరధ.

విద్యారధులు ఆషాఢ మాస్ ఔన్నతయానిన గోరింటాకు గొపపతనయనిన
తెలుస్ుకోవతమే కాక గోరింటాకుని తమ చేతుల మీద అలింకరించుకుని
స్ింబరపడిప్ో యారధ. అలాగే వతు
ూ ల ని వాటి న్ుిండి వచేు పద్యలని మరయు
ద్వవతయవక్షర స్ింయుకాూక్షర పద్యలని గూరు తెలస్ుకుింటూ ఇలా ప్ాొజెకుులు
చేశారధ.

Grade 3
English Newsletter
The knowledge of Compound Words for the students of class
3helps them to boost up their conﬁdence to spell spelling out a
particular word correctly. The students through an activity of
compound words have listed down a few compound words.

Math
Our genius of grade 3 kicked started of after summer break with
great enthusiasm. They all were very excited to come back to
school and did revision of basic concepts. After the through revision
of basic concept they did Addition of 3- digits and 4 – digits Strategies for addition were thoroughly enjoyed by all. Gearing for PA1
exams and giving their best was at the top .After that they also did
concept Subtraction did 3digit and 4- subtraction.

Science
This new session started with good health and nutrition. Children
learnt about how eating balanced diet is healthy and important for
all. Then they learnt about teeth in detail. Teeth structure and how
to take care of teeth.
Then they learnt about plants and their food. Some important concepts of photosynthesis, chlorophyll, stomata, parasitic plants, insectivores plants etc.

Social science
Virtual teaching through projects and activities connect students learning with their communities and make social science
a relevant subject.
Students were enthusiastic to learn and explore the solar system
and the universe they learnt about the Galaxy planets constellation and satellites.

Students were curious to know more about the planet Earth.
They came to know that the Earth is a unique and blue planet
they also learnt about continents and oceans with map pointing
work.

They learnt about different kind on pollution such as Air pollution, water pollution, land pollution and noise pollution they
were also interested to know how to protect environment and
also they come up with their own idea to save environment from
harmful pollution.

Grade – 3
रव ींद्र नाथ टै गोर को पींछी से बहुत प्यार था वे पींछी को कैद कर रखना
नह ीं चाहते थे| इस पाठ में रव ींद्र के बचपन और ककस तरह पक्षियों को
आजाद ककया इस पाठ में दर्ााया गया है छात्र ने यह जाना की ककस
भ प्राण को कैद कर नह ीं रखना है उन्हें भ अपन ज़ ींदग ज ने का
पूरा हक होता ह इस पाठ को छात्रों ने समझा और जाना के पींछछयों से
प्यार करना चाहहए

बच्चे अपना जन्महदन बड़े खुर् से मनाते है लेककन इस पाठ के झर ए
तोते का जन्महदन मनाया है ज़जसमे सरे पक्षियों को बुलाया गया सबने
एक –एक काम को सींभाला |ठीक उसे तरह बच्चों ने यह स खा की चाहे
कोई भ बड़ बात हो हमे पड़ोस को नह ीं भल
ू ना चाहहए |अक्सर हमारे
पड़ोस ह काम में आते है | यहााँ पर भ सारे पींछी तोते का जन्महदन
मना रहे थे और खुर् –खुर् काम कीये |

తరగతి – 3
విద్యారధులు తమ తెలుగు పాఠ్ా పుస్త కం లో భాగంగా “తిధులు” గురంచి వాటి
ఆధయరంగా వచ్చే పండుగల గురంచి నేరధేకొని వారకి నచిేన రండు
పండుగుల గురంచి పాాజకుు కూడయ చ్చశారధ. అలాగే “ మన జాతి పిత “ పాఠ్ం
లో మన “ గాంధీ “ గార గురంచి ఆయన అహంసావాద సాాతంతాయ పో రాట
పటిమ గురంచి ఎంతో ఆస్కిత తో నేరధేకుని వారకి నచిేన ఇదద రధ జాతీయ
నయయకుల గురంచి పాాజకుు రూపం లో తెలియజేశారధ . అంతచకాకుండయ
“వేమనపద్యాల” ద్యారా బ్ాతుకు విలువల గురంచి పాతచాకంగా
నేరధేకుంటునయారధ.

Grade 4
Social science
Children were attentive while learning about maps they learnt how to understand a map they also
learnt about types of maps and difference between

Students shown their interest in knowing more about different landforms of India they explore India’s
different landforms such as Himalayas , plains, plateau, desert, coastal plains and islands. They also
learnt map pointing work on physical division of India.

MATHS

The super stars of grade 4 started after the summer vacation with super excitement. After the vacation
they thoroughly revised the basic concept. After that addition and subtraction chapter was done, they
learnt about various strategies, addition and subtraction of money. Multiplication concept was also done
after it multiplying of 3- digit and 4 -digit numbers was done by the children.

ENGLISH
English has turned to be a global language. To make the framework strong for every student it is necessary to focus on Language aspect of English. Class 4 students have been focussing on the chapter of
NOUNS and SUBJECT PREDICATE. An elaborate attempt has been taken to make an in-depth understanding of the chapters.

The students have enjoyed the activity held on ‘’SUBJECT
AND PREDICATE’’. After the teacher’s explanation, at first they
have explained what they have understood from the
concept of SUBJECT AND PREDICATE’’.. they have further
gone through an in-depth understanstanding through
varied examples.

THE CONCEPT OF NOUNS HAS BEEN DIAGRAMATICALLY PRESENTED BY THE CLASS 4 STUDENTS THROUGH AN ACTIVITY – ON NOUNS
HELD DURING THEIR ENGLISH CLASSES.
THE CHILDREN WITH LOT OF EXCITEMENT HAS
EVEN VERBALLY EXPRESSED THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF THE CHAPTER WITH THE HELP OF
THE POSTER.

EVS
This new session started with good health and nutrition. Children learnt about how eating balanced diet is
healthy and important for all. Then they learnt about teeth in detail. Teeth structure and how to take care
of teeth.
Then they learnt about plants and their food. Some important concepts of photosynthesis, chlorophyll,
stomata, parasitic plants, insectivores plants etc.

Grade

4

किसी भी खेल िे प्रति सच्ची भावना होनी चाहहए |इस पाठ में खरगोश
और िछुए िी दौड़ से पिा चलिा ही किसमे सच्ची भावना है |जंगल
िा राज्य ससंह है और हहरण िोच इस िरह दोनों में दौड़ होिी है सच्ची
भावना िे िारण दोनों िो ववजय घोविि किया गया बच्चों ने यह जाना
सच्ची भावना से ही ववजय होिे है |

पुराने जमाने मे नदी पार िरने िा िोई साधन नहीं होिा था |लोग
लिड़ी िी टहनी िी सहायिा से नदी पार िरिे थे लेकिन इस पाठ िे
झरीए छात्रों ने यह जाना िी धीरे –धीरे टहनी किर छोटा नांव और बाद
में बड़ी –बड़ी नांव बनािर इस किनारे से उस किनारे जाने लगे|उन्हे एि
छोटे लड़िे िी प्रेरणा

नांव बानाया गया |

తరగతి – 4
విద్యారధులు తమ పూరవ తరగతులలో నేరధుకున్న అక్షరమాలని ,ఏకవచన్
బహువచనయలని ,ద్వవత్యవక్షర సంయుక్తాక్షర పద్యలని మరియు నయమవతచక
సరవనయమ పద్యలని పున్రతవృతం చేసుకునయనరధ.
“ ద్ేశమున్ు ప్రేమంచుమనయన మంచి అన్నద్వ ప్ంచుమనయన “ అంటూ
వతరి నయలగ వ తరగతి మొదటి పతఠమున్ు మంచి ద్ేశ భక్తా గేయముత్ో
మొదలు ప్టటారధ. అంత్ేక్తకుండయ ద్ేశ పటమున్ు గీసి గురజాడ అపతారతవు
గేయమున్ు ఎంత్ో చకకగత పతడసతగతరధ .

విద్యారధులు “అంత్య మన్ మంచిక్ే “ అన్ు పతఠము లో
ని పరమాన్ందయా శిష్ుాల కథని ఎంత్ో ఇష్ా ం గ విని అందులో భటగంగత
వతరి ఇంటిలోని ఇతా డి వసుావులని చిత్రేకరించి ఇలా పేదరిశంచయరధ.
అంత్ేక్తకుండయ “ వేమన్ పద్యాల”ని అందులోని సతరతంశతనిన చకకగత
నేరధుకుంటూ ముందుకు సతగుతునయనరధ.

NEWSLETTER
SCIENCE
This new session kids were super excited as they learnt about
various methods of planting and reproduction, germination.
They enhanced their learning in terms of food and health and
also about diseases that can affect us if we don’t eat healthy
food and proper care of ourselves.
They got to learn more of chemistry in terms of matter, molecules, elements and compounds. This will grow their interest
in the subject and enjoy their learning.

!
!

!

MATH
The rock stars grade 5 started with great enthusiasm after.
They all were looking forward to be in class. After the break
they started with revision of basic concepts thereafter they
were introduced by the concept of addition, subtraction & their
application, concepts like proﬁt, loss, cost price, selling price
were also introduced. After that multiplication, division and
their application were introduced multiplying bigger numbers,
parts of division taking out average was also taught.

Social science
Students were enthusiastic to learn more about the

earth surface they explore earth surface and learnt that Earth is
a unique and blue planet they have also learnt about ocean
and continents in detail.Students were enthusiastic to explore
more about earth while they were learning about latitudes and
longitudes they learned about latitude and longitude grid and
also they learned to locate a place on the earth surface.
Students were eager to know about social evils that were present in the Indian society during British rule and also about the
condition of Indians under British rule while they were learning
about Indian freedom struggle (one) students came to know
about various struggles that was initiated by our freedom
ﬁghters followed by all Indians.

ENGLISH
The students were asked about their previous knowledge
about Nouns and Articles. Some of them came up with the
types of nouns, some came up with live examples from the
surrounding. The interactive session in between the teacher
and the students were summed up through colourful posters
about nouns and articles.

Grade – 5
प्रत्येक बच्चे में कोई ना कोई अद्भत
ु प्रततभा छुपी होती है यहााँ
भी एक ऐसी लड़की के आरे मे छात्र जानेंगे जजसकी प्रततभा से
अपनी मााँ का नाम रोशन ककया| पाठ में छात्रो ने जाना पररश्रम
ही से अपनी प्रततभा को तनखारते है जीवन मे प्रततभा को आगे
लाना ही जीवन है बच्चों ने जाना और समझा |

पोललयों बच्चों को ऐसी बीमारी है जजसमे वे ववकलाांग हो जाते है
आजकल परू े भारत जगह जगह पर पोललयो की खरु ाक वपलाई
जा रही है छात्रों ने जाना पोललयों से ववकलाांग एक बाललका ने
ककतनी सूझ-बूझ के साथ काम ललया |इस पाठ से जाना के
कैसी भी पररजथथती में हमे हहम्मत नहीां हारना चाहहए |

ఐదవ తరగతి
ఐదవ తరగతి విద్యా ర్థులు నూతన విదా వార్ష ిక సంవతస రంను ఎంతో
ఉతస వాహంగా మొదలు పెట్టార్థ.మొదటగా విద్యా ర్థులు వర ణమాల,
గుర్థులు మర్షయు ఒత్తులు , గుణంతాలు పునశ్చ రణలో భాగంగా నోటు
ు ంలో రాశార్థ. పాఠ్ా పుసక
ు ంలో మొదటి పాఠ్ం అయినా మన
పుసక
జండా పాఠ్ం ద్యా రా విద్యా ర్థులు జాతీయ జండా గొప్ప తనాన్ని
గుర్షంచి తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ.రండవ పాఠ్ంలో తెలంగాణాలోన్న ప్ప్సిదధ
ు లు
పుణా క్షేప్తం అయినా యాదగిర్ష పుటుా పూర్వా తరా
తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ. భారత పార లమంటు, జాతీయ ప్పాముఖ్ా త గల
ు
సంప్గహాలయంగా గుర్షంచినటువంటి
సాలార్ జంగ్ మ్యా జియం
గుర్షంచి తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ. మర్షయు ఆషాఢ మాస సందరభ ంగా
విద్యా ర్థులు బోనాల ప్ండగ ప్ప్త్యా కత గుర్షంచి తెలుసుకొన్న,ప్ండగకి
సంభందంచిన ప్పాజక్ట ా న్న తయార్థ చేసార్థ. మర్షయు ఆషాఢ మాస
గోర్షంట్టకు ఉతస వాలలో భాగంగా ఆషాఢ మాసంలో గోర్షంట్టకు
ఎందుకు పెటుాకుంట్టర్వ తెలుసుకొన్న ఉతస వాలను జర్థపుకునాి ర్థ.

GRADE 6 NEWSLETTER
ENGLISH
The sixth graders continue to communicate and use English language
appropriately and develop and integrate the use of four language
skills, i.e. reading, listening, reading and writing. The students get an
opportunity to hone their skills in the form of regular and thorough
practice for their performances in the class. They put conscious effort
and work on their accent, tone and speech to ensure reﬁned oral skills.
Students are steadily learning more about the conventions of English
and how best to improve their writing through spelling, grammar and
punctuation. However, they build other skills as well.
Another tactic employed by 6th graders for context clues and word
meanings is using reference materials like dictionaries to look up roots
and determine word meanings. Dictionaries are also used to verify
thinking after a determination is made for word meanings.
We have ensured that students are comfortable with the online
mode. This is done by employing various interesting and captivating
techniques. .Classes go beyond the text books and include videos and
songs for better comprehension. It is indeed a remarkable feat for the
students as they have shown extraordinary fervour in both theoretical
and practical ﬁelds.

MATHEMATICS
Numbers are important. Whether costs, revenues, performance, targets – most people agree that numbers are important. Interpretation
of these numbers is key; the numbers can inﬂuence decisions related
to performance, investments and effectiveness among other things.
Mathematics has a number of very useful beneﬁts to our mind if we go
into its study. It develops our reasoning, helps us to have analytical
thinking, quickens our mind, generates practicality and also its use
can be applied in the day to day. The mathematics is present in our
daily lives.
Mathematics is a methodical application of matter. It is so said because the subject makes a man methodical or systematic. Mathematics makes our life orderly and prevents chaos. Certain qualities that are
nurtured by mathematics are power of reasoning, creativity, abstract
or spatial thinking, critical thinking, problem-solving ability and even
effective communication skills.

!

SCIENCE
Science is one of the most important channels of knowledge. It has a
speciﬁc role, as well as a variety of functions for the beneﬁt of our society: creating new knowledge, improving education, and increasing
the quality of our lives. Science must respond to societal needs and
global challenges. Basic knowledge of science is mandatory for everyone as it makes life easier and open our mind in many ways. As science
is completely based on facts and experiments so, it doesn't change
with time, basics always remain same.
Grade 6 prepares students for the independence and challenge of
junior high school.
A mixture is actually made up of pure substances only. But they get
mixed with each other in a mixture. Sometimes the individual pure
substances are more important than the mixture. Thus, separation of
substances is necessary to obtain pure substances for domestic purposes, industrial purposes and research work.
In our daily life, there are many instances when we notice a substance being separated from a mixture of materials.
Before we use a substance, we need to separate harmful or
non-useful substances that may be mixed with it.
Sometimes, we separate even useful components if we need to
use them separately.
With the help of separation we get deﬁnite size, weight , & most
important we get active constituent from substance with help of separation
We can remove unwanted particle from substance with the help
of separation

Different methods of separation:
1. Threshing, 2. Hand-picking, 3. Winnowing

!

STUDENTS ACTIVITY:

!
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Students of grade VI learnt in History about
Ls-2 The Hunter gatherers
The Hunter gatherers
The Stone Age
The Paleolithic age
Discovery of ﬁre
Stone tools
Artists of different periods and sites found
The objective of teaching these topics is to make the students aware
of the life of early human beings, how they communicated, and the
types of tools that they used and with the change in climate how they
started adopting themselves to the changes and took up agriculture,
started domestication of animals etc.

Ls-3 The agriculturist: Neolithic period
During the Neolithic period people learnt the art of farming and domesticated animals, lived settled life and began using improved tools.
Pottery
Invention of wheel
Usage of copper
Chalcolithic age

ఆరవ తరగతి
ఆరవ తరగతి విద్యా ర్థులు నూతన విద్ా వార్ష ిక సంవతస రంను ఎంతో
ఉతస వాహంగా మొద్లు పెట్టార్థ.మొద్టగా విద్యా ర్థులు వర ణమాల,
గుర్థులు మర్షయు ఒత్తులు , గుణంతాలు పునశ్చ రణలో భాగంగా నోటు
ు ంలో రాశార్థ. పాఠ్ా పుసక
ు ంలో మొద్టి పాఠ్ం అయినా
పుసక
అభినంద్న పాఠ్ం ద్యా రా విద్యా ర్థులు రైత్తల, సైనికుల
గొప్ప తనానిి గుర్షంచి తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ.రండవ పాఠ్ంలో ప్రపాణ
మిప్రత్తల మధ్ా స్ని హం ఎట్టా ఉండాలో, ఆప్ద్లో ఉని పుప డు
ఒకర్షకి ఒకర్థ ఏ విధ్ంగా సహాయం చేసుకోవాలో తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ.
వర ిం కాలపు సొగసును, సమానుా లపై ఆ వర ి ప్రాభవానిి వర ిం
పాఠ్ా భాగo లో తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ. మర్షయు ఆషాఢ మాస సంద్రభ ంగా
విద్యా ర్థులు బోనాల ప్ండగ ప్రప్త్యా కత గుర్షంచి తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ.

GRADE 7 NEWSLETTER
ENGLISH
Seventh grade is a pivotal year in language arts. Students in 7th grade
incorporate grammar skills from elementary years into more complex
language arts concepts in middle and high school.
As students learn more sophisticated writing styles, they need to
know how to use phrases and clauses. They can use these sentence
sections to create different types of sentences, which varies their writing style
Theseventhgradershave taken one step further in the world of English
language and continue to integrate the use of four language skills, i.e.
reading, listening, reading and writing. The students get an opportunity to hone their skills in the form of regular and thorough practice for
their performances in the class.They show exemplary talent in the use
of accent, tone and vocabulary in oral exchanges.
We have ensured that students are comfortable with the online mode
of learning.. This is done by going beyond the text books and include
videos and songs for better comprehension. It is indeed a remarkable
feat for the students as they have shown extraordinary fervour in both
theoretical and practical ﬁelds.

MATHEMATICS
Integers are important numbers in mathematics. They have many uses in
real life as well as math class. Integers help in computing the efﬁciency in
positive or negative numbers in almost every ﬁeld. Integers let us know
the position where one is standing.
These numbers have many uses in real life as well as in math class. Money
that we receive from somewhere as salary or gifts is added to our account and the money that we give someone are subtracted from our account.
When you get your blood pressure checked. It may come out to be high
or low. A value that is above normal pressure is called positive and a value
that is below normal is called negative.

SCIENCE
Science is one of the most important subjects students study, because it gives them the critical thinking skills they need in every
subject. Problem-solving and critical thinking are two of the most
important skills students learn in school.
Students have recently learnt the concepts of understanding
nature and that how wonderful it is. Human beneﬁcial applications to nature like understanding the importance of ﬁbres & processing them into fabric has brought a great revolution to human
existence. Grade 7 students learnt a diverse knowledge of animal
ﬁbres in the concepts they learnt.
Fibres are very thin, thread-like strands from which fabrics (or
cloths) are made. The ﬁbres are spun into yarn (long continuous
thread) which can then be woven on a loom to make a fabric (or
cloth). Yam is a kind of long, twisted thread. Yarn is made from
ﬁbres by the process of spinning. Natural ﬁbres are the ﬁbres
which are obtained from natural sources like plants and animals.Wool is obtained from the ﬂeece (hair) of sheep or yak and
silk ﬁbres come from cocoons of the silk moth.
Student activity:
Students have collected pictures of different silk fabrics they are
familiar with & also located different sheep types on world map
and India map.

SOCIAL STUDIES
learnt
in HISTORY
.
THE AGE OF NEW KINGDOMS
.
THE DELHI SULTANATE
This helps the students to
.
outline the development of political institutions, and relationships amongst rulers.
.
understand strategies of military control and resource mobilisation.
.
illustrate how travellers' accounts, court chronicles, and historic buildings are used to write history.
IN GEOGRAPHY
.
INSIDE THE EARTH
.
OUR CHANGING EARTH
This helps the students to
.
Students will be able to recognize the processes that cause
weathering and erosion.
.
Students will be able to identify the similarities and differences between weathering and erosion.
.
Students will be able to identify the various effects of
weathering and erosion.
.
They know about volcanoes and earthquakes.
ACTIVITY

ఏడవ తరగతి
ఏడవ తరగతి విద్యా ర్థులు నూతన విద్ా వార్ష ిక సంవతస రంను ఎంతో
ఉతస వాహంగా మొద్లు పెట్టార్థ.మొద్టగా విద్యా ర్థులు వర ణమాల,
గుర్థులు మర్షయు ఒత్తులు , గుణంతాలు పునశ్చ రణలో భాగంగా నోటు
ు ంలో రాశార్థ. పాఠ్ా పుసక
ు ంలో మొద్టి పాఠ్ం అయినచదువు
పుసక
పాఠ్ం ద్యా రా విద్యా ర్థులు చదువు పటల ఎటులవంటి ఆసక్త ులేని
కమలాకార్థనిక్త, చదువు గొపప తనానిి తెలుపుతూ మంద్లంచిన
విధానం, కమలాకర్థడు మార్షన విధానం, చదువు యొకక
గొపప తనానిి గుర్షంచి తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ.రండవ పాఠ్ం అయిన
ు కలగాల,
నాయనమమ పాఠ్ంలో విద్యా ర్థులు మానసిక పర్షవరన
వృదుుల పటటల సానుకూల వైఖర్షని పెంపందంచుకోవాల. వార్ష పటల
గౌరవ భావం తో మెలగాల అని తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ. సమాజ
నడవడికను, లోకం పోకడను, మానవతా విలువలను, నైతిక
విలువలను శ్తక సుధ పాఠ్ా భాగo లో తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ. మర్షయు
ఆషాఢ మాస సంద్రభ ంగా విద్యా ర్థులు బోనాల పండగ ప్పత్యా కత
గుర్షంచి తెలుసుకునాి ర్థ.

GRADE 8
SCIENCE
Science is an essential element in daily life. As science is completely
based on facts and experiments so, it doesn't change with time, basics
always remain same. An application of science is any use of scientiﬁc
knowledge for a speciﬁc purpose, whether to do more science; to
design a product, process, or medical treatment; to develop a new
technology; or to predict the impacts of human actions. classroom and
engaging in engineering practices.
Grade 8 students have recently learnt the concepts of understanding
nature and that how wonderful it is. Microorganisms are one such
living organisms which are both advantageous and disadvantageous
for human living entity and applications. Each human body hosts 10
microorganisms for every human cell, and these microbes contribute
to digestion, produce vitamin K, promote development of the immune
system, and detoxify harmful chemicals. And, of course, microbes are
essential to making many foods we enjoy, such as bread, cheese, and
wine.
Microbes cause infectious diseases such as ﬂu and measles. There is
also strong evidence that microbes may contribute to many non–infectious chronic diseases such as some forms of cancer and coronary
heart disease. Different diseases are caused by different types of micro-organisms.
Microbial study:
Fungal moulds on bread, Different examples of microorganisms, Activity of yeast, preparation of vaccines, vermin-compost, food preservation methods.

GRADE: 8(COMPUTERS):
!
!

STUDENT ACTIVITY:
Students have drawn pictures of various microorganisms and nitrogen cycle etc;

ENGLISH
We, at Kairos , ensure that the eighth graders use oral, written, visual
and digital texts effectively and are able to comprehend and connect.
Students are trained to synthesize ideas from a variety of sources to
build their understanding and recognize and appreciate how different
features, forms and genres of texts reﬂect various purposes, audiences
and messages.
It is also seen as an imperative to broaden their minds and horizons
.This is done by a maximum exposure to language and ensuring that
they voice their thoughts on different relevant topics around them and
interpret them in their own way. This helps them to think and assess
these topics and add a more meaningful direction to their learning.
The practice of writing skills like article writing and Grammar and Vocabulary games and videos enhance the clarity and development of
forming original pieces and giving a suitable voice to their writing. .
Continuous assessments and a dose of value based stories and videos
ensure the incessant growth of character and integrity along with academic merit making the learning process a fun- ﬁlled one.

SOCIAL STUDIES
History
Establishment of british rule in india

The students learnt about the different policies and tactics adopted by
the Britishers to expand their empire and take up administration in
different parts of the country.

Civics
UNDERSTANDING SECULARISM
Through this chapter the students know about the meaning of secularism and how religion, state and politics are different from each
other.
They also have seen what is the difference between Western secularism and Indian secularism.

GEOGRAPHY
LAND & SOIL RESOURCES
By learning about the land utilisation and soil formation ,students understand the pattern of land use and also importance of soil conservation. They have actively made the pic of Soil proﬁle too.

MATHEMATICS
Rational numbers can be quickly introduced to kids. The issue may be
that kids are asked for too long to deal only with integers, that they
may think there are no other numbers, or, that the other numbers
must be difﬁcult to understand since their introduction is so much
postponed.
The major concept to explain to kids is a quantity. Quantity is what we
deal with in mathematics. Make no mistake, as we have shown, mathematics can exist without referencing any real world examples. It is because math deals only with numbers, counts. However, math can be
used in real life once you start keeping track what is counted and why.
The confusing thing for kids is that they continuously try to link the
ways how the counts are obtained and why, with mathematics, thinking that the description how and why counts are obtained is a part of
mathematics. But, it is not so! Mathematics knows only about numbers, it does not care where they come from. Think about it. It is you
who will keep track how, what, when, and why you have counted certain objects.
We can invent the game for two kids. One kid will deﬁne what to count
and when, while the other kid will just write down the numbers, do the
required operations on them and tell the result back to the ﬁrst kid.
The second kid is pure mathematician. The ﬁrst kid is applied mathematician. This is how the thinking about math and applied math
should go. Second kid, the "calculator" kid, will realize that the same
operations and results can be applied and reused for many different
requests and objects deﬁned by the ﬁrst kid.

!
!

GRADE 9
MATHEMATICS
Snails make their shells, spiders design their webs, and bees build hexagonal combs. There are countless examples of mathematical patterns in nature's fabric. “Pure mathematics is, in its way, the poetry of
logical ideas” Mathematics is the cradle of all creations. Be it a cook or
a farmer, a carpenter or a mechanic, a shopkeeper or a doctor, an engineer or a scientist, a musician or a magician, everyone needs mathematics in their day-to-day life. Even insects use mathematics in their
everyday life for existence. Mathematics is a methodical application
of matter. It is so said because the subject makes a man methodical or
systematic. Mathematics makes our life orderly and prevents chaos.
Certain qualities that are nurtured by mathematics are power of reasoning, creativity, abstract or spatial thinking, critical thinking, problem solving ability and even effective communication skills.
Math has become an inseparable part of our lives and whether we
work in an ofﬁce or spend most of our time at home, each one of us
uses math as a part of our everyday life. No matter where we are as
well as whatever we are doing, math is always there whether you
notice it or not. “To learn, you must want to be taught. It is a tool in
our hands to make our life simpler and easier. The present age is one
of skill-development and innovations. The more mathematical we are
in our approach, the more successful we will be.

BY SANMATHI.

GRADE: 8(COMPUTERS):

!

BY NITYA ALAKANANADA

ENGLISH
Everything about academics changes in the ninth grade, even the
most familiar things seem to be totally new. Ninth grade grammar becomes serious business now because it’s integral to progress in all subjects. Students will be expected to have their grammar skills straight
because they’ll have to write in every one of their classes.
We ensure that the ninth graders are able craft complete, well-written
sentences that are interesting to read and accurately convey information.They are able to recognize and use different types of phrases in
sentences ,use different types of grammar clauses in writing and use a
variety of sentence patterns throughout an article or essay.
Students spend a lot of time improving their writing skills during 9th
grade, particularly with regards to writing work focused on a speciﬁc
topic and audience. They practice crafting clearly written sentences
and turning them into paragraphs or longer works, edit one's own
writing to improve content, clarity, organization, and structure ,revise
one's own writing so it is ﬁne-tuned to be appealing to a speciﬁc audience or for a particular purpose.
They are also exposed to various literary works and this gives them an
exposure to Indian and world literature. They are expected to correctly
interpret, understand and use words that can have multiple meanings
or forms ,recognize and correctly interpret euphemisms, examples of
oxymoron’s and other ﬁgures of speech and also recognize

SOCIAL STUDIES:
The students of grade 9 learnt in history

Socialism in Europe and the Russian revolution
The objective of teaching this lesson was
deﬁne 'revolution'
list the events that led up to the 1905 Russian Revolution
explain Tsar Nicholas II's role in the 1905 Russian Revolution
Discuss the aftermath of the 1905 Russian Revolution

IN CIVICS
Constitutional design
Through this the students
Understand the process of Constitution making.
Develop respect for the Constitution and appreciation for Constitutional values.
Recognize the Constitution as a dynamic and living document.

SCIENCE
Students in Grade 9 Science work safely with chemicals to explain,
interpret and extend their understanding of chemical theory. They
also design, test and evaluate electrical devices that transfer and
transform energy, and they explore the role of genes and DNA in the
diversity of life. The goal of science is to learn how nature works by observing the natural and physical world, and to understand this world
through research and experimentation.
Grade 9 students are learning the topics to the beginning of any basic
research detail of all aspects of science. One such topics is the ‘CELL’
the fundamental unit of life. Cytology is also known as cell biology. It is
the study of cell. It is important for the researchers or biologists in generating vaccines, medicines etc. Cytology is a branch of life science
that deals with the structure, functioning and the chemistry of 'cell', a
basic unit of the living organism. Pathology related to the cells and tissues, thus bringing about current novel research happenings and advancements in the ﬁeld of pathology.
CYTOLOGY: Study of various cells and cell organelles.
Robert Hooke discovery of cells, Different types of cells, Largest
cell-egg of an ostrich, Average size of different types of cells, Animal
cell & cell organelles.

Student activity:
Students have drawn pictures of various cell organelles including understanding a detail study of nucleus and gene transfer.

తొమ్మి దవ తరగతి
తొమ్మి దవ తరగతి విద్యా ర్థులు నూతన విదా వార్ష ిక సంవతస రంను
ఎంతో ఉతస వాహంగా మొదలు పెట్టార్థ. అనన దమ్మి ల అనుభందం,
ప్రేమ , స్నన హభావం, సహనశీలత వంటి మంచి లక్షణాలను ,
మ్మఖ్ా ంగా ధరి రాజు ప్రేమ, అర్థునుని పౌర్థష సతవ సవ భావాలను
ప్రరతి మానవుడు అలవర్థు కోవాలని ఈ పాఠం ద్యవ రా
తెలుసుకున్నన ర్థ. రండవ పాఠం అయిన్న నేనెర్షగిన బూర్థుల
పాఠంలో హైదరాబాదు రాష్టానికి తొలి మ్మఖ్ా మంప్రతిగా రని చేసి
త , రర్షపాలన్న దక్షుడిగా
రాజనీతి లో గొరప వాడిగా, బహుభాష్టవేతగా
త ం
పోర్థపందిన బూర్థుల రామకృష్టా రావు గార్ష మహోనన త వా కితవ
గుర్షంచి తెలుసు కున్నన ర్థ. మూడవ పాఠం అయిన్న నీటి వసతి
నోచుకోక, రంటలు రండక, నిరంతరం కర్థవు రకక సి కోరలోో
చికుక కునన ప్రపాంతం పాలమూర్థ. బతుకు భారానిన మోస్తత, కాలానిన
వెలదీ
ో య ప్రబతకట్టనికి వలస పోయే కూలీల కష్టాల గుర్షంచి
తెలుకున్నన ర్థ.

GRADE 10 NEWSLETTER

Welcome to the second newsletter , as we are excited to showcase
what went on in the months ofJune & July . We bonded even more
with the coming months . The student is able to comprehend the
concepts and present them with the teachers. We promise you that
this will continue and make them stronger and prepare for the
board exams.

ENGLISH
We , at Kairos ,know that our 10th graders will rely heavily on the grammar skills they developed in previous grades. The focus of grammar
topics for grade 10 really revolves around applying the rules of grammar in writing, both for English class assignments and in other subjects.
Tenth grade grammar topics focus primarily on applying the rules of
grammar, literacy and language usage skills in a variety of writing assignments. We ensure that they are able to create works of writing
that require research and reﬂection, edit and revise original writing for
a variety of audiences and purposes
Students are encouraged to use their writing skills to analyze, critique
and interpret grade-level appropriate literature.They are expected to
identify, summarize and analyze the development of a work of literature’s central themes, analyze the meaning of literary works, including
what is said as well as what can be inferred, analyze how the story unfolds via events and interactions among characters and also to clearly
explain complex information from an objective, fact-based perspective in a formal writing style.
We equio them with the ability to support information with details,
deﬁnitions, facts, quotes and examples appropriate for the intended
aaudience They are taught to write in a narrative style using point of
view, narration and characterization use narrative techniques to build
a story and develop characters and properly sequence events so the
conclusion naturally follows from the narrative.

They are also exposed to various literary works and this gives them an
exposure to Indian and world literature. They are expected to correctly
interpret, understand and use words that can have multiple meanings
or forms, recognize and correctly interpret euphemisms, examples of
oxymorons and other ﬁgures of speech and also recognize the difference between connotative and denotative meanings to understand
text.

GRADE: 8(COMPUTERS):

SCIENCE
Science-related knowledge and scientiﬁc literacy provide essential
tools for surviving in the news jungle and for responsible citizenship.
They also teach us to understand our own actions, to review them critically, and to take care of our rights. This is why science education is important. Science allows students to explore their world and discover
new things. It is also an active subject, containing activities such as
hands-on labs and experiments. This makes science well-suited to
active younger children. Science is an important part of the foundation for education for all children.
Grade 10 students are learning the topics to the beginning of any basic
research detail of all aspects of science. One such topics is the ‘Life
Processes’. Life processes are important to carry out daily life activities.
They help to produce energy and maintain homeostasis in the body.
The life processes help a body survive with the changes in the environment. The basic processes of life include organization, metabolism, responsiveness, movements, and reproduction. In humans, who represent the most complex form of life, there are additional requirements
such as growth, differentiation, respiration, digestion, and excretion.
All of these processes are interrelated.
Life Processes study:
Levels of organization, Different Life Processes & their importance, Nutrition, Respiration, Transportation, Excretion

Student activity:
Students have studied different life processes in detail and have presented various pictures related to types of life processes.

!
!

MATHEMATICS
Numbers play an important role in our lives. Almost all the things we
do involve numbers and Mathematics. Whether we like it or not, our
life revolves in numbers since the day we were born. There are numerous numbers directly or indirectly connected to our lives. The following are some uses of numbers in our daily life:
1. Calling a member of a family or a friend using mobile phone.
2. Calculating your daily budget for your food, transportation, and
other expenses.
3. cooking, or anything that involves the idea of proportion and percentage.
4. Weighing fruits, vegetables, meat, chicken, and others in market.
5. Using elevators to go places or ﬂoors in the building.
6. Looking at the price of discounted items in a shopping mall.
7. Looking for the number of people who liked your post on Face book.
8. Switching the channels of your favorite TV shows.
9. Telling time you spent on work or school.
10. Computing the interest you gained on your business.

SOCIAL STUDIES
The students were taught in History about the
Rise of Nationalism in Europe
enables the learners to identify and comprehend the forms in
which nationalism developed along with the formation of nation
states in europe in the post 1830 period
establish the relationship and bring out the difference between
european nationalism and anti colonial nationalisms
understand the way , the idea of nationalism emerged and led to
a formation of nation states in Europe and elsewhere.

Geography
Water Resources
water scarcity and the need to water conservation & management
Multi purpose projects and integrated water resource management
rain water harvesting
the students will comprehend the importance of water as a resource as well as develop awareness towards its judicious use and conservation

Civics
Power sharing
case study of Belgium and Srilanka
Why is power sharing desirable?
forms of power sharing
Children get familiar with the centrality of power sharing in democracy
they understand the working of spatial and social power sharing
mechanisms
Federalism
The students analyse federal provisions and institutions
they also learn about decentralisation in rural and urban areas

These mind maps and ﬂowcharts were shared to the
students for better understanding of the concept.

పదవ తరగతి
పదవ తరగతి విద్యా ర్థులు నూతన విదా వార్ష ిక
సంవతస రంను ఎంతో ఉతస వాహంగా మొదలు
పెట్టార్థ. మొదటి పాఠం అయినా ద్యన శీలంలో ఇచ్చి న
మాట తగ గక పోవటం, తాను సంపాదంచ్చనా ద్యనిలో శక్త ీ
మేరకు ద్యనం చేయటం, తన ఇంటికి వచ్చి న అతిథి,
అభాగా గతులను ఆదర్షంచటం అనేవి మానవులకు
ఉండవలసిన మహిత గుణాలు అనే విషయాలను
గుర్షంచ్చ తెలుసుకునాా ర్థ. ఎవర్ష భాష వాళ్ లకు
వినసంపు అనే పాఠం ఒక భాషలోని నుడికారపు సంపు,
పలుకుబడులు, జాతీయాల వల ల భాష ఎంత
పర్షపూర ణంగా విలసిలులతుందో చెబుతూ, ఇతర భాషలోల
గొపప తనానిా కూడా బేరీజు వేస్తీ తెలుగు భాష
గొపప తనానిా , ప్పాంతీయ భాషలోని సగసుని
తెలుసుకుంట్టర్థ. మూడవ పాఠం అయిన సాహితీ
యోధుడు డా,, ద్యశరథి కృషమా
ణ చారా ప్పతా క్షంగా
పోరాటంలో మమేకమైతునే తెలంగాణ
ధైరా సాహసాలను, వీర్థల తాా గాలను
సమ ర్షంచుకోవడం, తెలంగాణ తల్లల ఔనా తాా నిా
ీ
క్తర్షంచటం,
సవ సాునానిా గుర్షంచ్చ తెలుసుకునాా ర్థ.

